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Resumé:

The name of this thesis could be translated as „Comparison of 
ownership as an example of Intercultural basis of law. “ As you can see it is 
quite a long name and it needs clarification.

During reading Leopold Pospíšil´s book Antropology of law I was very 
surprised of how effective and sophisticated Kapauku Papuan´s law of land 
ownership is. In my first work, that was created as a thesis at Faculty of 
humanities, Charles University, I compared their system of law with system 
of law in Czech Republic. What really interested me back then was total 
clarity of their land law – it has fourteen categories of land and each of them 
contains not only description of the land itself (i.e. jungle, field, road etc.) 
but also whole legal regulation concerning the land. It is truly fascinating 
characteristic and I was wondering whether our law, Czech law, has 
something similar to that. I have been difficult to compare two totally 
different systems of law but in the end of the day it turned out that Czech 
law has indeed some land categories that works similarly. It is a forest in the 
first place, ponds and rivers, and roads where the function is a bit 
compromised however.

After this discovery I was wondering about the law itself. My question 
was:”Are there some other similarities between our law and Kapauku 
Papuan law?” Under the influence of several books (mainly Fustel de 
Coulagnes´s book La Cité de l´Antique, Dworkin´s Taking the rights seriously
and couple of others) I widened the question: “Are there some similarities 
that could advocate idea that the law itself has the same basis in all cultures 
in world, a truly intercultural basis?” It was too wide however. Therefore I 
chose one field of law that I suspect to be inherent to the law itself, the 
ownership, and I was planning to compare how it works in different 
societies and cultures. I chose societies that have big time gap between their 
existences or societies spread all over the world in order to minimize risk of 
their mutual influence. Selection is as follows: contemporary Czech society, 
antique Greek and Roman society, Kapauku Papuan´s society, Samoan 
society, societies of American north-west.



In pre-state, or primitive, societies law exists in a complex called
“total social fact” (according to Marcel Mauss) and therefore I had to 
concern other parts of this total social fact or “total social phenomenon.” 
These “parts” are mainly morality, ethics and religious beliefs, economics 
etc. All of these phenomena influenced the law. 

Concerning the ownership of land I focused on Mediterranean area 
where antique Greek and Roman cultures were located. Reason for this is 
quite clear – it is well documented, mainly in Fustel´s book. He states 
ownership emerged as a bond to land created by ceremonial burials - a man 
buries his ancestors into the ground and they live on under that soil which 
is why it is his own from the time on. Therefore the ownership is more than 
anything else matter of religion. 

Such religious beliefs are very similar to those that are described on 
Samoa (by Marcel Mauss), in Melanesia (by Bronislaw Malinowski) and at 
northwestern America. In all these places the ownership is governed by 
almost the same religious beliefs as in Mediterranean area. And that is not 
all.

Samoan, Melanesian societies and even societies of American 
northwest recognize, and widely use, two categories of things (res). These 
are divided not by law (as it is in our culture) but again by religion. It would 
fairer to say that the division is created and cultivated by the whole total 
social phenomena. Do you ask why? It is because some things are 
considerably more important and much more valuable than the other. What 
are the criteria? They are contained in total social phenomenon again. It is a 
matter of religion. The valuable things (copper pieces, jewels, mussels, 
bones etc.) have privileged position because they come from the ancestors. 
Their deeds or charisma (mana) made them special and therefore they are 
used during rituals called kula or potlatch. These rituals were also founded 
by the ancestors. 

Acording of Fustel beginnings of ownership in Mediterranean is 
unbelievably similar to the system described in Pacific area. The land has 
privileged position because of the ancesters who taught the men how to 
administer it. These two categories of things stay at the base of our 
differentiating of movables and real estate – real estate was originally 
described as land and other res mancipio (described in Roman law).



The bottom line here is that law has indeed universal basis through 
cultures. This idea was brilliantly worked out by H.L.A Hart in his book 
Concept of Law. He shows that natural law has certain minimal content in 
every society otherwise the society wouldn´t survive. He stresses that 
ownership emerged as one of backbones of law itself. I hope I managed to 
prove the similar outcome by comparison of ownership in different 
cultures.


